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1. Research Staff

1.1 Environmental Management Unit

Toshio KIKUCHI
Professor/ D. Sc. (Geography) (The University of Tsukuba)
Agricultural and Rural Geography, Rural Tourism and Rurality-based Tourism, Sustainable Rural System, Food System and Food Tourism, Resource Management

Shinya NUMATA
Associate Professor/ Ph.D. (Tokyo Metropolitan University)
Tropical Biology, Urban Ecology, Protected Area and Tourism

Takeshi OSAWA
Associate Professor/ Ph.D. (Kobe university)
Biodiversity Informatics, Conservation Science, Ecosystem management

Koun SUGIMOTO
Assistant Professor/ Ph.D (Tourism Science) (Tokyo Metropolitan University)
Tourism Geography, Applied Geography, Geographic Information System

Etsuro TAKAGI
Assistant Professor/ Ph.D (Agriculture) (The University of Tokyo)
Forest Entomology, Population Ecology, Natural History

Ranaweerage ERANGA
Research Assistant Professor/ Ph.D. (Tourism Science) (Tokyo Metropolitan University)
Wildlife Tourism, Human Dimensions of Wildlife

Kei OTA
Research Assistant Professor/ Ph.D. (Tourism Science) (Tokyo Metropolitan University)
Tourism Geography, Land Use Change, Coastal Area, GIS

1.2 Regional Planning and Management Unit

Tetsuro SHIMIZU
Professor/ Dr. of Engineering (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
Transport Studies, Tourism Planning, Tourism Policy Study, Infrastructure Planning

Susumu KAWAHARA
Associate Professor/ Ph.D. (Waseda University)
Urban planning & design, Destination Planning & Management, community-based development and tourism

Yu OKAMURA
Assistant Professor/ Ph.D. (The University of Tokyo)
Urban Design, Conservation Planning, Community-Based Tourism and Town Planning

1.3 Behavior and Management Science Unit

Yukiko KATAGIRI
Assistant Professor/ Ph.D. (Keio University)
Landscape Planning, Tourism Planning

Mitsuru NODA
Assistant Professor/ Ph.D. (WASEDA University)
Rural Planning, Urban & Regional Design, Community-based Tourism Development

Naoaki FURUKAWA
Research Assistant Professor/ MArch. (Waseda University)
Urban Planning, Dwelling Environment Improvement, Historical Environment Conservation

Norie HIRATA
Research Assistant Professor/ Ph.D. (Tourism Science) (Tokyo Metropolitan University)
Community-Based Tourism Planning, Place Branding, Space Design

Yohei KURATA
Associate Professor/ Ph.D. (Spatial Information Science) (University of Maine, USA)
Tourism Informatics, Spatial Information Science

Taketo NAOI
Associate Professor/ Ph.D. (The University of Surrey)
Tourism, Tourism Psychology

Katsuya HIRAHARA
Associate Professor/ Ph.D. (University of Tsukuba)
Micro-economics, Management, Tourism/Transport Policy

Yu OGASAWARA
Associate Professor/ Ph.D. (Hirosaki university)
Social systems engineering

Hajime TOZAKI
Research Professor/ Ph.D. (Kyoto University)
Transport Policy, Tourism Policy

Makiko ASO
Research Assistant Professor/ MA in Tourism (University of the Ryukyus, Japan), MBA (Graduate School of Management, Kyoto University, Japan)
Learning from Experience of Business in Tourism

Shohei Suzuki
Research Assistant Professor
Ph.D (Tourism Science), Tokyo Metropolitan University
Tourism informatics
2. Research Summaries

2.1 Environmental Management Unit

Commodification of Rural Spaces with the Development of Urban Farming in the Vancouver Metropolitan Area, British Columbia, Canada (Toshio Kikuchi)

This study aimed to clarify the commodification of rural spaces in relation to the development of urban farming, focusing on the concept of community gardens in the Vancouver metropolitan area in the district of British Columbia in Canada. Urban agriculture in the Vancouver metropolitan area differed from suburban agriculture, as the emphasis was placed on maintaining green spaces and leisure spaces as community gardens rather than as spaces to produce agricultural products for food supply. Consequently, the existence of community gardens has become a node that connects urbanity (urban likeness) and rurality (rural distinctiveness) in the suburbs of the metropolitan area, particularly the community gardens of Richmond.

Progress and impact of rural gentrification in remote commuter villages (Toshio Kikuchi, Koun Sugimoto)

This study discusses and explores the nature of local community changes caused by the progress of rural gentrification by focusing on the conflicts and harmonies between the incomers and native residents of the Leicestershire villages, an area which is becoming known as the remote commuter belt of the London Metropolitan Area. This study employs a quantitative approach based on an analysis of statistical data, such as the UK Census, to ascertain the process of gentrification in the area. In addition, records of the community council proceedings as well as literature about the area are reviewed. Survey interviews of residents were conducted to qualitatively capture their perceptions of the changes within their communities. In the case of the Leicestershire villages, the concept of traditional rurality struggles with that of new rurality under the progress of gentrification. On the other hand, gentrifiers seem to be attached to their local communities, and they are important actors in the management thereof. As a result, we conclude that the aforementioned coexistence of conflicts and harmonies should be regarded as a phenomenon which indicates that these villages are becoming cosmopolitanised.

Characteristics of the Commodification of Rural Spaces in British Columbia, Canada (Toshio Kikuchi)

The commodification of rural spaces, in other words, utilizes the regional resources found in rural spaces. These resources are familiar to regional residents, and involve local landscapes, natural environments, industries, products, lifestyles, annual events, culture and histories. The diversified commodification of rural spaces can be observed in British Columbia. There are regional differences in types of commodification, as defined by physical conditions, accessibility to metropolitan centres, and local agricultural activities. In short, the commodification of rural spaces in British Columbia, which is much more advance and diversified than that of Japan, plays an important role in sustaining the rural economy and society. The various phenomena occurring in rural areas of developed countries, including Japan and Canada, can be understood to a substantial degree, using the concept of the commodification of rural spaces. One effective measure to develop regional economies is to commodify rural spaces. Furthermore, promoting the commodification of rural spaces could possibly lead to the development of healthy societies. Therefore, generalizations and concepts must be continually developed, and more empirical research is needed in the future.

Strategies for Sustaining and Developing Agriculture and Regional Conditions in Japan (Toshio Kikuchi)

The main elements of strategies for sustainable farm management are (1) ensuring capable farm operators, their successors, and farm laborers, (2) building up rational farm management by promoting large-scale or intensified farm operation with advanced technology, machines, and facilities, (3) keeping stable income sources including those both from farm products and non-farm jobs, (4) establishing multiple
channels for shipping farm products, and (5) forming networks between producers and consumers. Our case studies suggest that locational, physical, economic, social, cultural, and political conditions play an important role in the sustainable development of agriculture and rural regions. Among these, accessibility to large cities, which are the main markets for farm products, favorable physical conditions for farm production, and suitable political conditions are important. Capable and good farm operators establishing efficient farm management and leading rural communities are especially needed to maintain and develop agriculture utilizing their locational and physical conditions. We need to respond to regional differences in order to identify sustainable and viable types of agriculture in Japan.

Biodiversity conservation in urban ecosystems: people’s nature experience and attitude to ecosystem disservices (Shinya Numata, Etsuro Takagi, Koun Sugimoto)

In order to understand effects of ecosystem disservice on urban society, studies on urban dwellers’ nature experiences, preference to plants and animals, and tolerance to dis-like animals have been conducted. A study suggests that increasing people’s direct experience with nature is important to raise public tolerance. Another study showed that people liked smaller birds and mammals, and some insects, but were only willing to have birds and insects near their homes. An international comparative study on wildlife value orientation has been conducted, and a paper was presented at an international conference held in Germany in September 2018.

Tree reproductive phenology of dipterocarp rainforests in Southeast Asia (Shinya Numata)

General flowering (GF) is supra-annual community-level synchronization of reproduction of many plant taxa in Southeast Asian rainforests. In this region, diverse tree species including dipterocarp species represent reproductive synchronization with 5-7 months at irregular intervals of 1–10 years. GF results in a massive number of fruits in the forests, and therefore GF plays a central role in the successful regeneration of dipterocarp forests in Southeast Asia. Data analyses on long-term phenological and meteorological data have been conducted. A long-term meteorological analysis suggested that temperature is spatially highly correlated at regional scale, but spatial variation in rainfall was too high for spatial synchronization of GF at regional scale.

Resource management of Manila clam in a clamming area in terms of harvest and satisfaction of clamming participants (Shinya Numata)

Clamming is a type of nature-based leisure activities involving harvesting clams from tidal flats. Recently, however, not a few clamming areas have been closed temporarily because of decline in the population of main harvest. To address the key challenge, clams are artificially spread in several clamming areas to supply a demand for participants. We aim to evaluate validity of current clam resource management (mainly spreading clams) from two perspectives: accepting harvest pressure and sustaining satisfaction level of clamming participants. The total amount of harvest in one clamming season in 2016 - 2018 were estimated to be 56 - 73 individuals m-2, that are higher than native clam population density in this study. This result indicates that native clam population is not capable of accepting harvesting pressure in the clamming area. Second, to examine the relationship between harvest and satisfaction and loyalty of clamming participants, we conducted questionnaire survey to evaluate the amount of their harvest and quality of the clamming experience including three types of partial satisfaction and two types of loyalty to the area. The amount of harvest positively influenced satisfaction toward harvest significantly, and the satisfaction positively influenced two types of loyalty significantly. However, the satisfaction toward enjoying the activity influenced loyalty stronger than the satisfaction toward harvest (A Yamamoto, master thesis).

Development of wildlife tourism attraction in Asian tropical rainforests (Shinya Numata, Etsuro Takagi)

The aim of the project is to develop a tourist attraction program using wildlife (VH: virtual hunting), and to construct management system towards tourism, conservation, and environmental education in ERNP. A camera trap system of wildlife-based tourist attraction “virtual hunting” is developed and implemented in nature and semi-nature area in ENRP under the collaboration between TMU-UTM, JNPC, and JSG. The system involves video-trapping camera, tourists’ activity (shooting), archiving, and data delivery as a trophy of the virtual hunting. Tourist guide and education materials are developed to enhance educational effect of VH. The wildlife data obtained by tourists and park managers will be archived, analyzed and utilized for ecologically sustainable park management. In FY2018, a trial of promotional tourism was conducted to evaluate performance of VH package, to evaluate.
visitors’ satisfaction for pricing VH package, and to evaluate performance of park guides on VH operation. Our survey results suggest rich mammalian fauna, including threatened and rare species in the tropical rainforests of ERNP. However, there were several problems on the operation of VH because of lack of preparation and human resources in the field.

Management of alien invasive species (Takeshi Osawa)

There are too many invasive species in Japan and some of these could become alien invasive species which severely affects for regional biodiversity, human health and agricultural products. Management of alien invasive species is important topic for biodiversity conservation and sustainable use of ecosystem services. Ogasawara (bonin) islands which is one of world natural heritage site have severe problems by alien invasive species. The main aim of this theme is evaluating the influences by alien invasive species and propose the effective management idea/plan to reduce the damages. In this year I and colleagues evaluate the negative spillover effects by eradication of alien invasive species in one of island in Ogasawara (Hata et al. 2019).

Biodiversity Informatics based on Natural history collection (Takeshi Osawa)

Natural history collection such as specimen, observation records and data from citizens are one of important resources for several research themes. To use these resources I often use virtual ecology approach which simulates species dynamics using theoretical models along with “virtual observation” of those species dynamics. In this year I and colleagues applied this approach for pest insect Stenotus rubrovittatus to explain their expansion process and future range. The data resources were collected from monitoring records collected by local governmental employee. Results suggested that recent range expansion of this species was likely to cause by climate change factors (Osawa et al. 2018). Thus, climate change could influence for the pest damage through the range expansion of pest species.

Discovery and evaluation of Ecosystem services (Takeshi Osawa)

Ecosystem services are defined as several benefits that humans gain from the ecosystems. Some of ecosystem services were already provide several benefits for human. However, there might be much more ecosystem services which has insufficient recognition by human society. To grasp and quantitative evaluation is important for the conservation and sustainable use of ecosystem. In this year we tried to take quantitative evaluation on “cultural ecosystem service” which defined non-material benefits from ecosystem including aesthetic inspiration, cultural identity, sense of home, and spiritual experiences.

Spatiotemporal analysis and visualization of tourism dynamics using GIS-based techniques (Koun Sugimoto)

Using spatiotemporal analysis, a series of studies on tourism dynamics was conducted to elucidate the phenomenon of tourism and elicit acquired knowledge that could be applied to tourism marketing and impact evaluation. In FY 2018, the spatio-temporal structure of daytrip activity and the spatial choice in night time of daytrip tourists who are living in the Tokyo Metropolitan area were analyzed using a large people flow dataset derived from “person trip data.” In addition, visitor surveys combining the output from GPS loggers and questionnaires were conducted in cooperation with the local government in Taito city. Based on this survey, I examined how the space consumption and mobility of visitors differed depending on the location of the starting point in the destination.

Comprehensive study on regional and tourism dynamics to facilitate problem solving and the reconstruction of urban tourism destinations (focusing on the Ueno District in Tokyo) (Koun Sugimoto, Kei Ota, Toshio Kikuchi)

The number of urban tourism destinations in the Tokyo metropolis has been growing, and stable foundations for management have been established in response to the huge market demand, including among city residents. However, various issues related to regional and tourism management have emerged because of changes in the city’s structure resulting from urban development, population changes, globalization, and the growth of competitive regions, among others. To provide a methodology for solving these issues and facilitating the reconstruction of urban tourist destinations, a comprehensive research project on regional and tourism dynamics was conducted in the Ueno District, Tokyo. In FY 2018, we started to write a book about the history of the Ueno district to be published for the general public. In addition, we promoted projects for the evaluation of tourist events.
MICE strategy and urban infrastructure improvement in international cities (Koun Sugimoto, Toshio Kikuchi)

With the intensification of global inter-city competition, attracting MICE is considered one of the most important measures for strengthening a city's international competitiveness. To facilitate the growth of the MICE industry in Tokyo, it is crucial that measures to develop organizations and personnel be implemented alongside measures related to aspects of implementation, such as those for facilitating regional cooperation for sightseeing tours after sales conventions and those for constructing the city's infrastructure so that it is suitable for MICE. In FY 2018, we focused on the Tokyo research case and made preparations for the submission of our work as a research paper. Moreover, we delivered lectures about MICE to the general public.

Youth tourism and its accepters (Koun Sugimoto, Kei Ota)

A group consisting of nine young researchers specializing in geography and tourism continued a project focused on youth tourism and leisure in large cities. The purpose of this project included the following: 1) to organize tourism and leisure, which young people can experience at each stage of their lives; 2) to understand spatial behavior, spatial recognition, and activities of youth tourism and leisure; and 3) to understand regional accepters of tourism and leisure for young people. In FY 2018, we focused primarily on the following three activities to disseminate our research: First, we compiled some of the original study results into six articles and submitted them for publication in a commercial journal. Second, we delivered a total of ten lectures for the general public at Open University in Tokyo Metropolitan University. Third, we participated in a meeting to exchange opinions with the department of youth research at a prestigious University. Third, we participated in a meeting to exchange opinions with the department of youth research at a prestigious University. Finally, we conducted a web-based questionnaire survey to clarify the decision-making processes that fostered youth migration to Tokyo.

Population dynamics of insects and its effects on social-ecological systems including tourism (Etsuro Takagi)

Insects are a mega-diversity group. Their habitats are around the globe, and they play important roles in many ecosystems. In general, however, insects are not preferred by human. They are rarely tourist attractions.

Insects are ecosystem engineers in many ecosystems. Various insects modify ecosystems. Recently, an appreciation has been developing of how these ecosystem engineers affect ecosystems ecologically and economically, namely property values, quantity and quality of marketable timber products, landscape aesthetics, recreational experiences, and tourism appeal. However, to data, limited information are available. Thus, I am focusing on the ecological and economical effects of insects which are ecosystem engineers on ecosystems. I conducted field surveys, experiments and laboratory works, and revealed new knowledge on a bark beetle, which causes mass mortality in East Eurasia.

Recent trends in night cruises and the restructuring of the Tokyo waterfront (Kei Ota)

In recent years, the demand for cruises in Japan has increased. Night cruises in cities have also become important tourist attractions that enhance nightlife in urban tourism. In this research, I will address night cruises in Tokyo through the organization of their history and current trends, and clarification of usage characteristics and changes to attraction strategies. In this study, the example of historic night cruises beginning in 1950 is given, three contexts of passenger attraction strategies for night cruises are investigated, passenger tendencies are addressed, and the relationship between the redevelopment of night cruises and the waterfront is explored.

At the same time, I will examine night cruises in Tokyo with reference to the outlook of the Tokyo waterfront, where redevelopment is currently progressing in anticipation of the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2020.

Travel motivations of foreign exchange students in Japanese Universities (Ranaweerage Eranga)

This study focuses on travel motivations of foreign exchange students in Japanese universities based on a case study of ASEAN International Mobility for Students (AIMS) program between Malaysian universities and Tokyo Metropolitan University. The concept of Push and Pull factors is used to analyze the travel motivations of students. Four push factors and five pull factors could be identified as the key influential factors in making travel decisions. The results helps to understand the needs of Malaysian student travel market in Japan.

2.2 Regional Planning and Management Unit

Studies Relating to National and Regional Tourism Promotion Policies (Tetsuo Shimizu, Yukiko Katagiri)

Several fundamental studies whose purposes are to propose policies for national and regional tourism promotion were conducted. First, potential of national health tourism industry in Nepal was investigated by analyzing the gap between traveler needs and service provision strategies through questionnaire and interview surveys. Second, management strategy of visit and revisit intention under political crisis situation in Thailand was investigated using data on psychological responses and willingness to behave through questionnaire survey. Third, some policy implications for inbound tourism promotion in rural area of Japan were provided by analyzing factors on number of overnight stays in rural area of Japan statistically. Forth,
A Study on Recurrent Education Programs for Tourism Destination and Industry Management (Tetsuo Shimizu, Norie Hirata, Taketo Naoi)

The objective of the study is to develop systematic recurrent education programs. First, recurrent education programs for tourism destination and industry management in several countries including Japan were reviewed through literature and interview surveys. Second, problems of the current programs were extracted through evaluation data by students and the program coordinator obtained in several programs. Finally, systems of recurrent education program for tourism destination and industry managers based on job type were proposed, and standard curriculums of each program were also proposed.

Studies Relating to Transport Policies and Measures for Regional Tourism Promotion (Tetsuo Shimizu, Yukiko Katagiri)

Several fundamental studies whose purposes are to propose policies for secondary transport service provision in rural areas. First, policies on bike sharing service deployment in the comprehensive Austin’s urban transport development strategy were suggested based on the analysis of group use characteristics using big data. Second, strategic importance of self-drive tourism in Bali Island was examined, and factors of conflict between foreign self-drive tourists and local residents were extracted through psychological analysis. Third, a method to estimate willingness-to-pay to secondary transport services for specific tour activities was proposed using questionnaire data in the southern part of Niigata prefecture. Forth, changes of level of service of local public transport services by the opening of the Shinkansen line were analyzed both physically and psychologically in the Joetsu area of Niigata prefecture.

A Study on Future Japanese Tourism Statistics System (Tetsuo Shimizu)

Direction of improvement on Japanese tourism statistics was proposed to make them more usable for decision making and policy evaluation by local destination management organizations (DMOs). First, intensive surveys on utilization of national tourism statistics by local DMOs revealed that data management level of local DMOs has been at low level. Second, accuracy of the Accommodation Survey was analyzed in the case number of overnight stays is estimated by municipality of tourism zone which is smaller than prefecture. Third, substitutability of mobile big data for the Accommodation Survey was investigated. Finally, strategy of improvement on the Accommodation Survey was proposed.

A study on systematization of planning techniques for sustainable destination (Susumu Kawahara, Yu Okamura)

We worked on a planning theory that integrate both tangible (e.g., preservation and improvement of urban space and environment) and intangible plans (e.g., plans for tourism programs and contents creation) to develop more sophisticated...
Development of educational program to train sustainable destination planners (Susumu Kawahara, Yu Okamura)

We organized the "Planning College for Sustainable Destination" from July to September. College students throughout Japan can learn the methodology of planning and implementing sustainable destination. The second year program of this college was opened in Niseko, sky resort area in Hokkaido prefecture, where influenced by foreign capital hotels and condominiums and many foreign visitors. 13 researchers and practitioners, 12 students, and approximately 25 local residents and business professionals participated in the program consists of an online survey seminar and training camp workshop:
• Drawing a "preliminary future vision" that presented the aerial image and activity image that attract various stakeholders’ participation.
• Implementing "Human Resource-oriented Planning Approach" to brainstorm for team building, business proposals, and making full use of the characteristics of the local talent through discussions with many key people in the region.
• Proposing a "social experiment event" for learning and confirming the business needs for realizing a temporary future vision.

Formulation of landscape guidelines to support tourism development (Susumu Kawahara)

This project aims to realize the "Nagato Yumoto Onsen Tourism Planning Plan" formulated by Nagato City in August 2016, in collaboration with private business operators, regional and administrative agencies. As one of the efforts, we developed an advanced "Nagato Yumoto Onsen Landscape Guidelines" that is strongly aware of the revitalization of tourist areas.

The features are as follows.
To induce the active utilization of public spaces such as rivers and road spaces and the private space along the road.
• To make visualization of the future image through collaboration with social experimental events to quickly create where there is not yet a good quality landscape.
• To foster those who will be responsible for future landscape formation throughout the introduction of workshops jointly with local designers and constructors.
• To link with formation of model case combined with vacant house survey and renovation proposal to owner
• To induce active formation of nighttime landscape
• To show the idea of improvement of hospitality expression and directing

An action research study on an area management methods to regenerate “Satoyama” areas and to support community development at the time of large-scale residential housing development (Susumu Kawahara)

sustainable destination, especially due to the recent targets of tourism planning in Japan are biased towards intangible programs.

Our detail methods are
• to learn and reflect sightseeing behaviors and tourism resources in geographical / spatial environment
• to develop environmental improvement, utilize the private sites and the public sites together
• to realize a vision based on social experiments
• to support all the method above by organizational design, process design, and monitoring

This year, as one of the key points to complete finalize these methods, we focused on certification system to secure the quality and environment of tourist destination and strategic communication in various media for tourists and residents, employees in tourist destination. We extracted key points based on several case studies. (Please refer to the following research Summaries for details.)
In 2018 we conducted multiple projects such as organizing Ota Open Factory and managing the Creative Town Labo Tamagawa, which is a base for local activities as a member of "Ota Creative Town Center", which has played a role as a platform attracting a variety of stakeholders.

Establishment of Walking Trail Projects in a Suburban Area and its Planning Theory (Yu Okamura, Yukiko Katagiri)

In recent times, walking trails have attracted many visitors in many suburbs of Japanese cities, which can be attributed to their development by local authorities, as well as their promotion by railway companies. However, this cannot be regarded a contemporary boom; indeed, it can be located within the history of the development of walking trails. This study aims at revealing the historical transition from the pre-World War II period to the recent year by focusing on a particular walking trail called the Yaen Mountain Pass Route, which is approximately thirteen kilometres long and located in the Tama hills on the outskirts of the Tokyo metropolis. On the basis of this history of the Route, this study elucidates how trails located on the outskirts of the Tokyo metropolis have been developed and utilised to meet the demands of citizens’ leisure activities and health promotion, as well as of local interests in developing a recreation site and preserving and enhancing natural and cultural resources.

Vision creation for the Ota Creative Town and its practices (Yu Okamura, Susumu Kawahara)

Recently in Japan, the urban environment in industrial cities has been changing due to changes in the industrial, economical, and social structure. Ota Ward in Tokyo Metropolis has small industrial districts, some of which are mixed-use areas and factories still possess sophisticated skill-sets, their working environment is inadequate as it is surrounded by too many residential dwellings. In addition, it is too difficult to pass technical knowledge onto succeeding generations. In this research, we focus on a comprehensive and active planning method, specifically, on how to integrate manufacturing, community development, and city promotion so as to solve this kind of problem in mixed residential-industrial cities.

Booth Introducing Ota Open Factory in Tokyo Monorail Festival

Landscape Conservation Policy and Tourism Developments in the Traditional Settlement of Santorini Island, Greece (Yu Okamura)

In recent years our research team has made investigations into the relationship between landscape conservation policy and tourism development in Greek traditional settlements designated by the various regulations of this state. This research focused on some specific differences of cultural landscape in traditional settlements of Santorini Island, Aegean Sea, which are designated and conserved by Greek government. Particularly, the traditional...
settlement of Oia is truly well conserved comparing to the other settlements. Actually, this research clarified the existence of several special regulations issued in 1993, 1995 and 2000 for this town exclusively. Among them especially the Executive Order of 1993 has to be regarded as the most significant regulation in relation to the preservation of cultural and natural assets as well as the maintenance of order in society. Analysing the above regulations, we also conducted field investigations three times.

Management of the Green Resources in Yanaka Cemetery (Yukiko Katagiri, Tetsuo Shimizu)

Temples and cemeteries are precious open spaces from the perspective of landscape and disaster prevention, but they have changed due to changes in social conditions, which have affected the local environment and landscape. The purpose of this study is to identify the services (public benefit effect) provided by the greenery in temple precincts and cemeteries, to clarify the effect of the changes on the community, and to obtain knowledge for studying methods and systems for the conservation of green spaces in historical areas.

This year, as a basic survey for the green management of the cemetery in the ward, we conducted a survey on the state of the survival of trees before and after the start of the cemetery restoration project, a hearing survey of the management, and a questionnaire survey on the impression that visitors and residents have on the green of the cemetery. The results are reported at local community planning forums such as the Yanaka Community Planning Council.

Effect and Event Legacy of the National Urban Greenery Fair (Yukiko Katagiri)

The National Urban Greenery Fair (NUGF) is a national event held by local governments to create communities and urban environment with flower and green. This project aims to clarify the effects and to discuss how to identify the performance as the
In the survey, we reviewed the systems and policies related to the development of specialist staff and the promotion of tourism in museums, and conducted a hearing survey on the relationship between the utilization of museums in local tourism organizations and the promotion of tourism and the museum business focusing on the activities of staff, and analyzed the status of each response.

**Strategies for the Management of Green Infrastructure and Vacant Lots in Shulinking Cities (Yukiko Katagiri)**

The concept of green infrastructure encompasses many possibilities and uncertainties. The objective of this study is to identify the prospects for developing green infrastructure in North American cities, which are in a state of maturity and decline, by considering accelerated management of vacant land groups, urban green infrastructure planning, and site-scale green infrastructure application methods.

In this fiscal year, hearings were conducted with administrative officers and GSI (Green Stormwater Infrastructure) officers of Erb Family Foundation and Detroit Future City. The management and participation system on vacant land and green infrastructure, the role of program arrangement, etc. were examined together with the investigation to Philadelphia conducted last year.

---

### Practical Research about The Elucidation and Today’s Utilization of Food Culture History with “Collection of memory” in Depopulated Mountainous Area (Mitsuru Noda)

The aim of this research is to elucidate the traditional food culture by collecting ‘memories of life’, and to consider utilization of ‘food culture history’ for the continuation of the
village. This year, we conducted an interview survey (Oral history survey) targeting the Konotani district in Ino town, Kochi Prefecture, and analyzed the contents of the contents heard in text format. Finally, we edited 'The Oral history of the village' which published a wide range of themes. In the next fiscal year, Starting with the sharing of 'The Oral history of the village', we plan to promote the use of food culture for the continuation of the village and the planning for that purpose.

**AWAJI Long Trail PJ (Mitsuru Noda, Susumu Kawahara)**

The aim of this research is Construction of "Tourism based Rural Planning" through the planning survey and the demonstration project in Awaji Island. In FY 2018, we produced a promotion video by a workshop using our original tools and conducted trail visitor events combining different disciplines. Furthermore, we presented our past efforts at the symposium. In the next fiscal year as well, we will continue to cooperate with the residents to advance the project and strive to theoretically achieve results.

**On the historical environmental management of the Nguyen Imperial Tombs in collaboration with peripheral villages, Hue-Vietnam (Naoaki Furukawa, Susumu Kawahara)**

This research, with local planners’ first-hand assistance, takes the peripheries of the successive Imperial Tombs (registered as UNESCO World Heritage) in Hue-Vietnam as precedents for investigating the distinct historical-eco system of East Asia, and tries to establish the sustainable management of the historical environment of the Imperial Tombs with peripheral villagers’ involvement. This research, therefore, tries to conduct the collaborative pilot projects with locals, which contributes to improvement of the dwelling environment as well as to management of the integrated historical-eco system around the heritages with the following 3 goals 1) Rethinking the irrigation system and landscaping of this area in order to support the villagers to settle down to grow crops, 2) Building Communities for the local management of the regional resources, 3) Suggesting new ecotourism models which could advance the appropriate environmental education and enhance the community based management of the regional resources, alternative to the current prevalent heritage tourism.

In 2018 FY, we presented the new management plan for the Hue heritages being scattered in the Huong River Basin by using the previous research outcomes to the local authority and relevant governmental office. Furthermore, we organized the "Eco-Study tour (both Japanese and English speakers)" in the Gia-Long Tomb’s periphery on the initiative of community organizations in March 2019. This had positive feedback from the participants and the observers and got a lot of TV and social network coverage.

**Grasp of tourism policy planning practitioners for the creation of sustainable tourism areas (Norie Hirata)**

As a premise of this research, there is a need to practice both regional economic management and regional resource management in cooperation for sustainable tourism community
Possibilities of Blue Flag as a tool to promote sustainable tourism development (Norie Hirata, Susumu Kawahara)

This research target was Blue Flag, the oldest eco-label as an environmental certification, and organized the contributions and issues of sustainable development in tourism by Blue Flag. The balance between the promotion of tourism and environmental conservation, and the local community is considered important for sustainable tourism town development. Therefore, we conducted a survey on the development of the Blue Flag certification development from the viewpoint of creating a sustainable tourism spot, and also conducted an interview survey on two key cases in Japan that acquired Asia’s first Blue Flag. As a result, it was understood that the purpose of acquiring the Blue Flag certification was wide, from PR on the beach to environmental management by the area, and this program started in Europe was gradually developed to emphasize social aspects. Furthermore, the content of contribution in the area as a tourist destination of the Blue Flag certification is the difference between the motivation for acquiring the Blue Flag on the regional side, the creation of the regional system for the certification acquisition, and the involvement method and efforts of the area after the certification acquisition. It clarified that it was different.

Activities for Information sharing Professionals and Citizens (Norie Hirata)

Council for Housing Community Development Support established in Architectural Institute of Japan take a project on supporting citizens to understand community development and housing issue. The project aims to build...
a scheme that researchers and residents can share the information on community development and housing. We are working on information dissemination activities for this activity, we have lowered the barriers between researchers and the general public, and have created a system and information disclosure so that information on housing and community development can be shared. In the future, regarding vacant house measures that have become a problem in Japan in recent years, we will examine the contents and methods for information disclosure that will be useful not only to citizens but also to vacant house measurers of local governments.

2.3 Behavior and Management Science Unit

Test utilization of CT-Planalyzer, CT-planner-based analytic tool of tourist destinations (Yohei Kurata)

We continued the development of CT-Planalyzer, CT-planner-based analysis tool for the analysis of tourist destinations in collaboration with Hara Tatsunori Lab., RACE, U-tokyo, which enables map-based visualization of presumable popular tourist routes and spots, without actual behavioral data, we tested this tool in IT-workshops held in various cities for its further improvement, in search for its social needs.

Improvement of web-based tour-planning tool, CT-planner (Yohei Kurata)

In order to promote popular use of our CT-planner, web-based tour planner, in collaboration with Hara Tatsunori Lab., RACE, U-tokyo, we developed another trial version of CT-planner, which takes crowdness data of tourist spots into account, we supported SSL transactions on CT-planner’s server, by this improvement, the current smartphone version of CT-Planner is now possible to show the user’s current location, which enriches the convenience of mobile use of CT-planner.

How interaction with locals fosters foreign tourists’ understanding of visited areas?: typification of the effects (Taketo Naoi)

The results of a past investigation at a historic district in Kawagoe City, Japan, which asked Japanese and overseas students of a university in Tokyo to rate their impression of the selected shops and showed the positive effects of the perceived locality on their purchase intention. Parts of these results were published as a refereed article and as an English book chapter. The results of a last year questionnaire survey with actual visitors around Kokusaidon Street in an attempt to verify a model that involves personal precedents to explain purchase intention suggested the positive effects of the perceived locality on purchase intention. This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 15K01952 and conducted in collaboration with Dr. Naoi’s ex-doctoral student, Dr. Akira Uehara. Parts of the results have been published in his doctoral thesis.

The effect of intervention by information on the model of potential visitors’ intention to avoid visiting volcanic destinations (Taketo Naoi)

This study aimed to verify the effect of intervention by information about residents’ views and responses to volcanic eruptions on a model of the intent to avoid volcanic tourism sites by potential visitors after media reports of the eruptions from the perspective of risk communication, on the basis of the Social Amplification of Risk Framework, the Dual Process Model, and the Reversal Theory. The results of a web-based questionnaire that had 624 respondents indicated that this study’s avoidance model was valid, which suggests that information-based intervention may be an effective method of controlling potential visitors’ intention to avoid visiting a location. The results also suggested the necessity of reconsidering the possibility, as suggested in tourism studies, that the attractiveness of tourism sites and risk
Despite much attention paid to Memorable Tourism Experience (MTE) as a drive for tourists’ intention to pursue similar experiences and the arguably diversified nature of tourist experience, there are no studies on the effects of differences in the nature of tourists’ experience on evaluations of MTE (i.e. the extent to which experience is regarded as MTE). This study aimed to examine the effects of two types of differences in tourists’ experiences, namely the presence or absence of a tour guide and the extent of spontaneity of the experiences, on evaluations of MTE. According to the results of a web-based questionnaire that had 194 Japanese university students indicated that, the stronger they thought that they had unrestricted fun and learning experience, the stronger their intention to have similar experience again was. In contrast, the perceived actualization of novel experiences and interaction with locals and local cultures was found to have affected their intention to engage in similar experiences negatively. Also, tourists’ spontaneous experience without tour guides was suggested to enable their unrestricted fun experience and strengthen their intention to have similar experiences. The first author of this study is an ex-bachelor’s student of Dr. Naoi’s.

Research about Risk Sharing Contracts in the Fields of Tourism and Transport (HIHARA Katsuya)

Some relationships between entities in different industries, such as the relationship between airports and airlines, have complex and multifaceted structures in which conflicting relationships and cooperative relationships coexist, are very much interesting from the viewpoints such as contract theory and game theory, etc. In Japan, we have some examples in which regional airports share the risk of route revenue fluctuations with airlines. Noto-airport Load Factor Guarantee Mechanism (LFGM) Contract (2003-present) is one good precedent. The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) is also considering risk-sharing relationship among airport and airline in deciding the allocations of Haneda Airport slots. Also in many of the concession contracts of the airport, demand fluctuation risk sharing of airport and airline is taken into consideration (2012-) in deciding landing fee.

This study seeks to extend the analysis to a more general context. In fiscal 2018, from the framework of incomplete contract theory, analysis results are obtained about the optimal content of the risk sharing contract that shares the passenger demand fluctuation risk among the concerned parties by a simple linear payment scheme.

Analysis of Airport Management Efficiency (HIHARA Katsuya, OGASAWARA Yu)

The role of airports has long been as starting / ending point infrastructure in transportation networks. Recently, business environments surrounding airports have undergone vast changes such as LCC penetrations, airport privatization (concession) and growing number of foreigners visiting Japan in addition to
include commercial businesses, like duty-free shops and parking lots. These multi-functionalization and multi-faceting are still progressing with cooperating with local tourism promotion agencies such as DMOs. In the past, the management efficiency analyses of overseas airports have been conducted to analyze human flows, logistics and commercial facility businesses. But the efficiency analysis of airport management in Japan is very limited, possibly because of data constraints.

In this study, we use methods such as Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) and Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) as efficiency analysis on recent management processes of all civil aviation airports in Japan, where multi-functionalization and multi-faceting are well in progress. Supporting students: YAMASHIRO Kengo

Research about Factors for the Increase in the Number of Visitors to the Hot Spring Areas (HIHARA Katsuya, OGASAWARA Yu)

Hot spring visits are major factor to tourism demand at large. But the number of accommodation users in the hot spring areas has decreased by 13 million since the bubble period. The number of accommodation facilities also decreased significantly. Various studies have been conducted about the factors causing stagnation in hot spring areas and recommendations for revitalization. Most of the researches are, however, qualitative about strategies of each hot spring area. The quantitative researches, which investigate factors contributing to the growth of customers using open data with the possibility to compare among hot spring areas, are very limited.

This research attempts a new quantitative analysis of the factors leading to the growth of bathers and guests in 85 hot-spring location municipalities nationwide that have not been analyzed sufficiently due to data constraints, by utilizing originally estimated data. In addition to familiar factors, like access to the areas, such factors as related to the number of foreign tourists to Japan are taken into accounts. By these analyses, effective measures and factors for attracting more hot spring customers at the municipality level are expected to be clarified. Supporting students: OKAMOTO Naoyuki

Research on the present conditions of "return goods" and its characteristics in oldness and tax payment (HIHARA Katsuya, OGASAWARA Yu, SUZUKI Shohei)

The hometown tax payment system is currently at a major crossroads, such as a review of the system, due to the issue of high value returnable goods and the range of local products. On the other hand, with regard to the relationship between returnee goods and donations, which is the starting point of analysis of such situations, the research quantitatively analyzed is very limited, and it can not be said that objective research has been sufficiently conducted. It is very important to analyze the relationship between return items and donations, in order to contribute to the discussion that makes the hometown tax payment system better.

From this point of view, this research focuses on Internet sites related to hometown tax payments, which are used by many people when deciding on a donation local government for hometown tax payments, and data on the contents of return items on those sites Collected on your own. Based on the data, we try to analyze quantitatively the relationship between return items and donations. First, it is expected that new findings will be obtained by classifying return items and analyzing the types of return items that are effective and the relationship between hometown and the amount of tax payment. Collaborating students: Atsushi Sekine

Survey research of private lodging and simple lodging market in Kyoto city after the enforcement of the Private Lodging Business Act: From the standpoint of property owner, Research on the actual condition of private residence from the viewpoint of the property owner in Kyoto City after the enforcement of the Housing and Housing Business Act (HIHARA Katsuya)

In this study, we surveyed the actual conditions of the market related to private residences in the fall of 2018, taking the case of 11 wards of Kyoto City as an example, where there are many difficulties in adjusting the interests of private relationships. Based on listing data such as actual Airbnb and LIFULL HOME SY etc., the accommodation price is acquired / estimated, and from the viewpoint of the profitability of the property owner, the housing accommodation business (new public residence) under the housing accommodation business law application, the hotel business law We tried to compare the rental facilities in the rental market in Japan.

As a result, basic data on the distribution of average profitability in 11 wards can be obtained, and the profitability of central 3 wards in Kamikyo Ward, Chukyo Ward and Shimogyo Ward, Kyoto City where there are many tourist spots and major stations is high. Results were obtained, and the situation was visualized. In addition, it is clear from the comparison between private residence management and rental that the rental amount is larger for relatively narrow properties up to 1DK, and for larger rooms with a minimum of 1 LDK, private residences are more profitable. became. Cooperating student: Tanaka

Analysing and developing decision making theories under uncertainty for service industry (Yu Ogawara)

We analysed a revenue management model for facilities (e.g. kabuki, theater, and so on) and developed efficient algorithm for service industry. In addition, some new hierarchical clustering methods for interval-valued data known as symbolic data were developed.

For the revenue management model with information of seating position and customers’ preference, we showed that choice-based deterministic linear programming method worked
with regard to the "earning ability" that the Japanese version DMO is focusing on, it pays attention to the HTA’s goal of “contributing to the improvement of the quality of life of residents” and actively conducts internal marketing activities. It was thought that the activity fostered the attachment of the residents and nurtured the ability to earn money. Therefore, we analyze the development of internal marketing and fostering of civic pride by taking HTA as an example, and as a result, it is possible to develop synergy effects of marketing by expanding awareness of local residents and developing efforts to create attachment. It suggested that is high. We will continue researching in the future.

Research on value creation (Makiko Asom, Keiichi Tujino)

It is a research that tries to approach the elucidation of the mechanism of value creation about a company’s service system. Since it mainly targets travel companies, this year, we introduced JTB’s Hawaii OLI’OLI system, which has been improved since its introduction in 1995, and continues to the present, and the market strategy aspect of that system and considered the mechanism that generates value. As a result of the survey, it is divided into three role stages, and at the center is the ‘OLI’ OLI system, which is assembled so that they can cycle and function and interact with customers to expand the service value. It turned out that it was. It also became clear that it is the market strategic aspect of the system that aims to be a virtuous cycle. This result was reported at the Japan Institute of Tourism Research.

Application of data on booking site to marketing (Shohei Suzuki)

With the spread of the Internet and smartphones, “Booking site” has become an indispensable tool for tourists. A variety of information such as prices, photos, and introductory text provided by the accommodation facility, as well as reviews by the hotel guests, are abundant on the booking sites. In this year’s research, we also analyzed the thumbnails provided by the accommodation using the Google Cloud Vision API, and extracted the elements contained in the thumbnails. As a result, it became clear that the elements included in the thumbnails are largely different depending on the type of accommodation (for example, Japanese-Style Inn tends to use photographs including elements of the night as compared to hotels). Furthermore, the thumbnails of Nagano, Yamanashi and Gunma hotels included elements similar to the thumbnails of Japanese-Style Inn in other prefectures. Then, in order to carry out analysis that added the element of “price” to these analysis results, we developed a program for acquiring and processing the price information of each accommodation.

Research of event evaluation method using SNS data (Shohei Suzuki)

In this study, we evaluate events using SNS data and examine
the possibility of introducing SNS data to event evaluation. The target event is the UENOYES Balloon Days held at Ueno Park in 2018. We evaluated the art event held in Ueno Park in 2016. Therefore, we considered events that were comparable to previous studies. We used tweets with location information and event-related keywords for evaluation. As a result of analysis of those data, Twitter user’s interest in the event could not be extracted except for one content. Based on past research results, it is necessary to have more than a certain number of echoes (tweets and retweets) in order to observe the interest of events using Twitter data. Therefore, Twitter data may not be suitable for evaluation of small events. On the other hand, being able to evaluate compared with other events is considered to be superior to the questionnaire.
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